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I will have a complete memo ready on Monday.  I read Dr. Guinn's testimony before the HSCA and the report 

he submitted to the committee.   Mr. Milam's analysis is reasonable and echos concerns that I had after 

reading Dr. Guinn's testimony but before reading Milam's paper.  1.  Mr. Milam references WC testimony, 

HSCA testimony and records and papers prepared by Dr. Guinn which are not assassination records.2.  I have 

not found any significant deviations from the testimony or report given by Dr. Guinn to the HSCA.   I 

understand the Neutron Activation process and I was able to follow the information contained in Mr. Milam's 

article.3.  My memorandum will include a more thorough answer to this question.  To:	Tammi 

Long/ARRBcc:	Dennis Quinn/ARRB, Douglas Horne/ARRB From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB   Date:	01/05/96 

07:58:10 AMSubject:	Milam ArticleWallace Milam sent to me a memorandum entitled "Blakey's Linchpin:  Dr. 

Guinn, Neutron Activation Analysis, and the Single Bullet Theory."  Dennis should have a copy of the document 

(with 4 attachments).Would you please read the document carefully and draft a short memorandum 

addressing the following:1.  Does Milam make reference to any records related to the assassination that are 

not now in the Archives?  If so, please identify the records.2.  Without conducting (at this point) any additional 

research, can you identify any significant mistakes in the article?3.  Does the article suggest to you any follow-

up that should be undertaken, to wit:	--persons who should be interviewed	--additional records that may be 

in private hands	--additional records that should be pursued from government agencies	--any testimony that 

should be taken under oath. 
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